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This Project Seminar will explore the history and practice of Public Art and Public Humanities as 

they apply to Cultural Management, and will have an applied, public project component.  

We will read pertinent texts about Public Art, and also about the notion central to the practice 

of Cultural Management and Public Humanities, namely that the knowledge that is being 

gathered and exchanged at the University, needs to be made available to the world outside of 

the university, and that vice-versa, there is knowledge beyond the university that deserves to be 

brought in.  

We will focus in particular on the project of making knowledge from class public, in the form of 

a guidebook about Public Art on the CUHK Campus. Each student will be responsible for at least 

one work of art and its research and description. The design of the book, font, size, photography 

will all be subject to class discussions in the larger context of Public Art and Cultural Management. 

We will do at least one excursion to Kowloon to visit a number of art spaces together in particular 



the JCCAC, Bo Wah Effigies, Lung Hing Tong, Mudheytong Gallery and the craftsmen and 

workshop in Tai Nan Street. 

PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE  

Week 1: Introduction to the class and the class project 
History and Presence of Public Humanities, “The Notion of the Ivory Tower” 
Reading: Susan Smulyan, Introduction (from Smulyan, Ed. Doing Public Humanities) 
 
Week 2: The Notion of Public Art 
Task: Find a piece of Public Art that you like and find out about it. 
Samples from history: Toynbee Hall London, Hull House Chicago 
Reading: Toynbee Hall, Hull House; Robyn Schroeder, The Rise of the Public Humanists  
 
Week 3: Guidebooks Websites Apps 
Reading: Smulyan, What Can Public Art Teach Public Humanities?  
Task: Find a sculpture on campus and briefly present. 
 
Week 4: Monuments and Memorials 
Reading: Monica Munoz Martinez, Racial Forgetting and Present History: Remembering 
Violence in Monuments, Museums and Markers; W. Young on Counter Memorials; 
Task: Find a monument or memorial that you find interesting and write about it 
 
Week 5: Markers and Memories 
Reading: Robert G. Lee, Against Invisibility: Asian American Family Photographs and the Public 
Humanities 
Task: Find a marker that you find interesting and find out and write about it. 
 
Week 6: Art Spaces (potential excursion to Kowloon) 
 
Week 7: Murals 
Task: Find a Mural that you like and find out what it means and who made it. 
 
Week 8: Buildings as Memorials/Historic Preservation as Public Humanities Practice 
Task: Pick a Building that you like and find out about it. 
 
Week 9: Moving, Temporary, Ephemeral Public Art Projects 
Task:  
Reading: t.b.d.; Providence Pond Procession, Avenue Concept 
 
Week 10: Presentation of Preliminary project contributions 
Task: Finalize your contributions, so that they can be truly finished within the remaining two 
weeks. 
 



Week 11:  
Reading: Matthew Frye Jacobson, The “Doing” of Doing Public Humanities 
 
Week 12: Public Presentation of the work. 
 
 
 

Submission of final project on Blackboard (Dec 13) 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
1. Know about the history and goals of Public Humanities 
2. Learn all the steps necessary to do research and write about Public Art  
3. Learn all the steps necessary in the production of a small guide book, such as design, layout, 
font, photography, size, cover etc. etc. 
 
Requirements: 
Please read the assigned reading carefully, in such a way that you can not only summarize it, 
but that you have critical questions about it that we can address in class. 
 
Attendance and Class participation – 15% 
You are expected to participate actively during lectures, presentations, and discussions by 
asking salient questions and sharing relevant insights. Please make sure you have thoroughly 
read the required text. In every class session, different students will be called to share their 
thoughts or raise questions . Your responses to the presentations of your classmates will also 
be assessed. 
 
Homework: A few times during the semester (4-6) you will be asked to research something and 
present the result in class. It might be finding a work of art on campus, a favorite memorial in 
Hong Kong, a mural that you discovered etc. Those will have to be uploaded with a photo and 
short text to Canvas before class and then discussed. (25%) 
 
Leading discussion about the reading: (10 %) 
Each student will be responsible (alone or as part of a group, to lead the discussion about the 
reading each week. 
 
Submissions towards the guide book (App / Wikipedia) entries: (50%) 
 
GRADING RUBRIC 
A (Exceptional) – The paper or project greatly exceeds the expectations for this requirement. 
Fresh insights are presented not only about the chosen example but also about the concepts 
used. The paper or project displays a comprehensive understanding of the chosen example 
and the concepts used that goes beyond the scope of the class discussion. The language used to 
explain the concept and its application is complex yet lucid. The writing is grammatically correct 
and coherently organized. The chosen example is unique for the topic. The paper or project was 



submitted by the deadline. 
A- (Outstanding) – The paper or project exceeds the expectations for this requirement. Fresh 
insights are presented about the chosen example. The paper or project displays a comprehensive 
understanding of either the chosen example or the theory used that goes beyond the scope 
of the class discussion. The language used to explain the theory and its application is complex yet 
lucid. The writing is grammatically correct and coherently organized. The chosen example is 
unique for the topic. The paper or project was submitted by the deadline. 
B+ (Very Good) – The paper or project more than meets the expectations for this requirement. 
Fresh insights are presented about the chosen example. The paper or project displays a 
comprehensive understanding of the chosen example and the theory used. The language used to 
explain the theory and its application is lucid. The writing is coherently organized. The chosen 
example is suitable for the topic. The paper or project was submitted by the deadline. 
B (Good) – The paper or project more than meets the expectations for this requirement. The 
insights presented about the chosen example could have been developed further. The paper or 
project displays a sufficient understanding of the chosen example and the theory used. The 
language used to explain the theory and its application is lucid. The writing is moderately 
coherent. The chosen example is suitable for the topic. The paper or project was submitted by 
the deadline. 
B- (More than Satisfactory) – The paper or project meets the expectations for this requirement. 
The insights presented about the chosen example or theory used lack elaboration or 
development. The paper or project displays a sufficient understanding of either the chosen 
example or the theory used. The language used to explain the theory and its application is 
understandable. The writing is moderately coherent. The chosen example is suitable for the topic. 
The paper or project may have been submitted late. 
C+ (Satisfactory) – The paper or project meets the expectations for this requirement. The insights 
presented about the chosen example or theory used lack elaboration or development. The paper 
or project displays a basic understanding of the chosen example and the theory used. The 
language used to explain the theory and its application is understandable. The writing is slightly 
coherent. The chosen example may not be suitable for the topic. The paper or project may have 
been submitted late. 
C, C- (Fair) – The paper or project barely meets the expectations for this requirement. The insights 
presented about the chosen example or theory used are vaguely elaborated. The paper or project 
fails to display a sufficient understanding of the chosen example and the theory used. The 
language used to explain the theory and its application is virtually understandable. The writing is 
incoherent. The chosen example may not be suitable for the topic. The paper or project may have 
been submitted late. 
D+, D (Pass) – The paper or project does not meet the expectations for this requirement. No 
additional insights are presented about the chosen example or the theory used on top of what 
was discussed in class. The language used to explain the theory and its application are almost 
incomprehensible. The writing is incoherent. The chosen example is irrelevant. The paper or 
project may have been submitted late. 
F (Fail) – The paper or project does not meet the expectations for this requirement. The language 
and writing are poor. The chosen example is irrelevant. The theory used was not covered in class. 
The paper or project may have been submitted long past the deadline. 



 
ACADEMIC ETHICS 
You are expected to abide by the university’s principles and regulations on academic honesty. 
Please take some time to familiarize yourself with the information on the following webpage: 
http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/policy/academichonesty/ . 
Violations such as plagiarized papers or multiple submissions will not be tolerated in any form. 
These will be subject to disciplinary action. Remember that all words, phrases, or ideas taken 
from sources other than your own submitted assignment must be properly cited. When in 
doubt about an assignment with a possible violation, please feel free to consult me. All written 
assignments must be accompanied by a VeriGuide receipt, a signed declaration acknowledging 
your awareness of and subscription to the university’s policies and regulations on academic 
integrity. Written assignments submitted without a VeriGuide receipt will not be accepted and 
graded. 
 

 


